Have you joined the
Epaycheck community?
Recommended by the LGA
Epaycheck is the national online pay benchmarking service developed
for local government by local government. Councils who have joined the
Epaycheck community securely share and compare their pay data with
other councils, across hundreds of common roles within the sector.

www.epaycheck.org.uk/register.ph

Epaycheck offers great opportunities for pay benchmarking efficiency
through rapid access to pay data, tailored to the priorities of the user
community, providing vital information to support the review of reward
strategies by occupation, professional groups, management roles
and geographic areas. Over time data can be compared to previous
information and will develop its own trend series to inform national
pay negotiations, and provide a means of tracking the effects of pay
changes on key job families within the sector.

The Local Government Association
is encouraging all councils to join the
Epaycheck community as it strongly
believes local government needs a topquality pay benchmarking system owned
and managed by the sector, and with
over half of the councils in England,
Wales and Northern Ireland already using
Epaycheck, why not check with your HR
department to make sure your council is
one of them!

Why do I need
Epaycheck?

What can I do with
Epaycheck Data?

Epaycheck is a fast and effective way of producing
pay data reports from simple pay averages to more
complex comparisons across organisation types,
geographical areas and job responsibilities, allowing
the user to;

Epaycheck is generally accessed locally through HR
departments, but the data it produces can be used at
every level throughout an organisation, for example;

✔✔answer important questions on pay and rewards
within minutes,
✔✔provide hard evidence to assist local decision
making on matters of pay and reward,

✔✔provide a sound basis for review of market

supplements, performance related pay and other
benefits,

✔✔help inform thinking on local restructures,
✔✔offer objective information to respond to pay

challenges and protect against equal pay claims,
and

✔✔access hundreds of generic job role templates for
whole job families.

✔✔providing evidence and information to

Remuneration Panels / Employment Committees /
Cabinets in setting their remuneration strategy and
policy statement,

✔✔providing comparator pay data to leaders/mayors,
cabinet and scrutiny members in setting pay for
new senior management roles and determining
corporate restructures,

✔✔informing service directors of scarce skill
recruitment and retention issues in key
professional groupings, and

✔✔providing access to job templates within family
functions, helpful in appraising options when
developing new teams or job roles.

How does Epaycheck
work?

Minimal resources for
maximum output

Participating organisations upload their local pay
data to Epaycheck common job templates online and
in return they can run standard or bespoke reports
built from data in the system, giving users access to
valuable detailed pay data analysis in just minutes.

All that is needed to use Epaycheck is internet access;
users can log on and run reports via PCs or through
a laptop or tablet, enabling them to share data within
a meeting or download and tailor data to incorporate
into a presentation or report.

The system allows users to;

What Epaycheck users
have to say;

✔✔access real time and relevant sector

information on workforce and chief officer pay
rates,

✔✔produce pay data reports in seconds using

standard templates or creating bespoke data
analysis queries that can be downloaded for local
tailoring,

✔✔compare pay averages to their own local data
via a ‘compare data tab’,

✔✔review senior pay rates and pay trends over

“The speed with which you can create
a report is phenomenal – no more
emailing colleagues and waiting days
to gather enough information to have a
meaningful answer”

time,

✔✔access data on market supplements and other
reward elements to ensure equality reviews are
supported,

✔✔review the organisation’s market position relative
to selected segments e.g. quartile monitoring,
✔✔identify and track recruitment and retention
difficulties,

✔✔join and openly share data within a self selected
Family Group and,

“The custom build reporting is really
flexible - you can easily go back and
amend or revise a data report in seconds,
plus you can save it as your own report
template and then run it across different
job types”

✔✔access over 200 standardised Job Templates

that can be used to help develop or redefine job
roles locally.

Epaycheck is so flexible and user friendly
that there is NO limitation on data or
variations of reporting on it – simply select
standard report templates or create custom
build reports in a matter of minutes!

“When I run a report from Epaycheck I
know that the information is meaningful
as it’s sector focused and no more than
6 months old!”

“The data was most helpful in
allowing me to benchmark ourselves
in comparison to other local authorities
within the region. This, along with other
qualitative and quantitative data, will
enable me to produce a more meaningful
Strategy for my organisation.”

What does Epaycheck cost?
The Epaycheck service is delivered and supported through a nationwide
network of Regional Employer Organisations. Participating organisations are
asked to sign a subscription agreement that runs to 31 March 2015 and the
annual fees are;

Epaycheck
Subscription Fees 2013-14 Subscription Fees 2014-15
Register in 2013-14
Register in 2014-15

£150*

£150*
£200*

The potential has been built in for wider public
sector partners to join the Epaycheck service
*An REO may also apply a regional administration fee up to the same value of the subscription; for
more details visit the Epaycheck website.

This subscription rate is offered to organisations who subscribe to their Regional
Employers Organisation (REO). If you do not subscribe to an REO, the
Epaycheck subscription fee is significantly higher - please check the Epaycheck
website for more details.

Don’t delay – join today!
www.epaycheck.org.uk/register.php

